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About JTQ

JTQ is a professional group pursuing “Sending messages through space as ultimate media”
How we can improve the quality of communication among people by making best use of space which is
absolute values of everlasting truth.
A mechanism making that appeals to human emotion, which is usually difficult to express by marketing
data or existing strategy, is the framework of creativeness.

Space is a stage.
The stage is created by people’s feeling who visit there.
The feeling is “Expectation”, “Impression” and “Memory”
That is, space is a stage where various energies are circulating and responding, but not to be bound by
materialized form.

A method of materialize our will to the goal.
Face people with their “Expectation”, “Impression” and “Memory”.
We named this idea 【Space Compose [ Playing in space and compose it ］】

Combine and express all the existing elements in the space and sublimate them into our will.
Now is the time, when brands and communications as they ought to be has been changing on a large
scale, that’s why we seek and catch something essential to be convinced.
That’s the core competence and significance of JTQ.
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Junji Tanigawa
Space Composer
JTQ Inc. CEO
www.jtq.jp

Born in 1965. Establishes a spatial creative company: JTQ by 2002. Handles various industry's events, commercial
spaces, revitalization of local communities and branding a creative city under the belief of "Transmitting a message
of media that made of the space.”. Advocates his own method of space development "Space Compose" and his
experienced designs that is combined an environment issues and a situations, has attracted attentions from various
industries. As main projects: Kansei Japan Design Exhibition at Museum Decorative Arts in Paris, Commemoration
of the 1300 Anniversary of Heian-kyo capital at Nara "Hikari Emaki", NIKE WHITEDUNK, YOHJI YAMAMOTO
BRANDING, GINZA SIX Grand opening ceremony, LEXUS meets…“HIBIYA” at Tokyo Midtown Hibiya, meme
nippon project "Yakushi-ji Temple Hikari Kyouya ~inori~", Digital Green City project and more.

[Digital Hollywood University Graduate School] Associate Professor Spatial Composition Study

[General Incorporated Association Media Ambition Tokyo] Chairman
[General Incorporated Association Super City AiCT Consortium] Executive Advisor
[General Incorporated Foundation Culture Vision Japan] Advisor
[General Incorporated Association dialogue] Vice Chairman

[izuwakamatsu, Fukushima Prefecture Super City] Conception Advisor
[Maebashi, Gunma Prefecture Super City Smart City Promotion] Committee
[Kaga, Ishikawa Prefecture Regional Revitalization Promoting] Fellow(Digitalization and Smart City)
[Eiheiji Temple, Fukui Prefecture "Zen no Sato"] Conception Advisor
[Tsuruga, Fukui Prefecture Regional Revitalization Promoting] Advisor
[Takahama, Fukui Prefecture Regional Revitalization Promoting] Advisor

[Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry] Fukushima Reconstruction Planning Group "The Place for Creating Projects" Advisor
[Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry] Union of Chiefs for Promotion of Regional Revitalization by Tokyo Olympic and
Paralympic 2020 Advisor
[Agency for Cultural Affairs, Government of Japan] Cultural Resource Contents Creating Project go along with Japan Cultural EXPO
[Cabinet Secretariat] Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Basic Policy Promotion Investigation Committee
[Ministry of Foreign Affairs] JAPAN HOUSE Los Angeles Spatial Composer
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Archives

Oct.2020
Tokyo, Japan

The special public prformance「The Sound, the Voice and the Dance of Japan」
Agency for Cultural Affairs, Japan Cultural Expo
Ueno
Japan Cultural Expo was held with the aim of conveying to the next generation among the comprehensive theme of “the
Nature within the Japanese”-expressing the Japanese beauty at such event, Art Exhibition, Performance Art and
Cultural Art Festival that these event were triggered by since Tokyo Olympic and the Paralympic was decided to be held.
JTQ inc. participated as MediaAmbitionTokyo team at the special performance event “the Sound, the Voice and The
Dance of Japan”. At the event, Junji Tanigawa was in charge of spatial presentation, WOW had been in charge of film
direction and the Artist Kosei Komatsu was in charge of outdoor wooden presentation. The performance was out of
frame by collaborating digital art such as projection mapping which expanded the expression of Japanese traditional
performing arts.
With the influence of the COVID-19, the performance was filmed indoor without spectator.
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May.2021
Tokyo, Japan

The NIJL Arts Initiatives ʻUnravel a sheaf of historyʼ
Tachikawa
The NILJ Arts Initiatives is a project produced by artists and researchers to seek the beauteousness of Japanese
classic literature which are historical and cultural resource as an art piece. JTQ has composed the atmosphere of the
exhibition site. expresses a space that draws the visitors into a deeper world of classical literatures as they went
farther into the exhibition. At the venue, there was WOWʼs installation film played to attract visitors to the far side
of the venue and make a long stay there, inviting them to a deeper ʻforest of classical literatureʼ
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Oct.2020
Tokyo, Japan

Speciality Shop, Kitamura Camera
Shinjuku
JTQ has been designed the concept of Kitamura Camera Shop, newly opened at sanctuary of camera, Shinjuku.
The shop was designed by TONERICO.inc, logo mark which inspired from camera obscura, origin of camera is designed
by Shogo Kishino。
With a wide variety of the content for the customers to meet up their expectations, the store is structured by 7 floors.
Each floor has the concept within camera such as “capture” ”remain” “restore” “greet” “understand, notice” “relax”
“connect” and etc. The store propose all customers to encourage the fertile photographic life whom loves camera.
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Apr.2019
Tokyo, Japan

GYRE GALLERY
Omotesando
Living conscious about the present society. The living stays “consciousness” about surrounding world, especially to
be aware of pleasure and pleasant. 11years has passed since the commercial facility GYRE has built with the
concept of “SHOP&THINK”. Time has accelerated, diversified and complicated along with changing of our
circumstances in living and society that is alike to historical epoch-making events. We will be heading towards the
Tokyo Olympics 2019 next year. We are starting <GYRE GALLERY> hoping this will be the base conceives the past
and continues to the future. As the building is named GYRE, we encourage to keep moving on just like gyre to
create a better future. Last but not least, we are strongly feeling it is now for us to make evolution of the place to
materialize our consciousness.
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Jun.2018
Tokyo, Japan

LEXUS MEETS…HIBIYA
Hibiya
We produced experience-based facility by LEXUS brand “LEXUS MEETS…” at Tokyo Midtown, Hibiya.
This facility was built for all customers to feel LEXUS more familiar with the concept of “meet” “touch” and
“ride” moreover to comprehend it’s attractiveness and to experience brand’s style with a wide variety such as
boutique and gallery “STEER AND RING”, conceptual cafe “THE SPINDLE” and test ride experience program
“TOUCH AND DRIVE”.
LEXUS offers brand new, one and only experience at the concept of new lifestyle ”smart&premium”.
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May.2017
Tokyo, Japan

GINZA T-SITE EVENT SPACE Opening Program「Sensible Garden」
Ginza
GINZA TSUTAYA BOOKS, expected to be a gathering place for adult who loves culture and art. The event space
surrounded by 6 meters high book shelf motif of Japanese architecture Yagura, or scaffold, is set as a culture
transmission point. JTQ produce the “Sensible Garden” as the first program of the space. The works of three artists
who have connections with GINZA SIX, are exhibited. They are Hiroshi Sugimoto, designs interior of “ LOUNGE
SIX” in GINZA SIX, Kohei Nawa, offers his works at the GINZA TSUTAYA BOOKS, and Mika Ninagawa, directed the
opening party.
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2013-2020
Tokyo,Japan

MEDIA AMBITION TOKYO
Roppongi, Odaiba, Shibuya, Ginza etc.
Media Ambition Tokyo [MAT] is an exhibition of cutting-edge technological culture takes experimental approach to
urban implementation. The aim of the program is to gain higher quality of expression world by actualizing future
visions influenced by creative synergy through experimental events of urban implements of technological arts such
as workshops, talk sessions and live events. Outputting new platform for a brand-new technological culture based
on impossible genre to materialize and out of categories brings new perspective or concept.
MAT will deliver a singular Japanese vision to the world, of technology and art coexisting in Tokyo.
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Nov.2016
Tokyo, Japan

Culture Vision Tokyo 〜2020 cultural kick-off〜
Roppongi hills, Roppongi
Culture Vision Tokyo 〜2020 cultural kick-off is the government sponsorship event for the World Forum on Sport
and Culture – WFSC, an international conference set up to increase the momentum to 2020 and beyond.
We produce one night only socializing event that provide experience of world renowned culture mix zone Tokyo by
Japan representing top players from cutting edge culture and art field.
Creators, business leaders both public and private from worldwide beyond the genre, gather to promote networking
and business opportunity through the “Culture Vision Tokyo”.
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April.2016
Tokyo, Japan

Gyokusendo 200th Anniversary Exhibition
GYRE, Omotesando
Gyokusendo at Tsubame, Niigata prefecture, has inherited crafting techniques of Tsuiki Copperware, holds
Gyokusendo 200th Anniversary Exhibition. Over 20 products of its representative works from 1816 to 2016 are
exhibited to express its 200 years' everlasting manufacturing atmosphere. A display table is fulfilled with liquid
paraffin to replicate the flower bowl in a paddy filed in Tsubame, and a projected visual scene is reflected at the
table. Visitors can instinctively feel the succeeding metalworking value through the works on the flower bowl.
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Mar.2019 / 2015
Lyon, France

Bocuse D’or Team Japan Design Produce

In 2015 and 2019, designed the cutlery for Team Japan at International Gastronomic Competition
at Lyon, France.
JTQ has developed one and only table setting with the Japanese artisan.
The craftsman-ship was highly evaluated as it was a world-class development.
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April.2014
Tokyo, Japan

DELVAUX GALLERY
GYRE, Omotesando
The Delvaux gallery, presented for the first time in the world, was infused with the atmosphere of the House’s
atelier in Brussels, Belgium.The gallery exhibited fantastic and whimsical creations exquisitely crafted by the
artisans of House of Delvaux, which are appointed to the Royal Court of Belgium. Les Humeurs de Brillant (The
Moods of Brillant) , the 9 special editions of the brands’s signature design Le Brillant and exclusively designed
Solex were shown as the embodiment of the artistic world of Delvaux that is beyond imagination. Each item reflects
Delvaux’s values and absolute commitment to the highest standards of quality combined with the Belgium surrealist
spirit. Delvaux brings a witty approach to all of its creations, imbuing each design with a strikingly unconventional
take on luxury. The pop-up shop held beside the gallery showcased the latest collections of handbags that are often
described as ‘living sculpture’, referring to their world exceptional quality. Delvaux gallery is where you can feel
and experience the brand’s fascinating 185 years of heritage.
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Mar.2013
Tokyo, Japan

MARC JACOBS ICONIC SHOWPIECES EXHIBITION
IIDOL, Aoyama
This very first exhibition of Marc Jacobs, the New York based global fashion designer in Japan showcased the
selected showpieces from the designer’s runway collections. The exhibition space was kept simple and crisp in
order to draw focus on Jacobs's extraordinary creations, as well as to portray the designer’s whimsical world
view and design philosophy. Along with the selected masterpieces, the retrospective presented the brand’s
infamous advertising campaigns featuring celebrities such as Sofia Coppola and Victoria Beckham. Visitors
were invited to pose in a giant Marc Jacobs carrier bag set in a special photo booth to re-create the campaign
visuals. Those pictures spread out on the web and on SNS immediately, resulted in attracting a large number of
visitors to the show.
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Mar.2013
Tokyo, Japan

UT POP-UP! TYO
ekiato, Shibuya
‘UT POP-UP ! TYO’ is the world's largest UT store opened at ‘Shibuya Ekiato’, a vast event space created in the
vacant lot of Tokyu-Tokyoko Shibuya Station. It features over 600m2 floor area, more than 1,000 designs of 13,000
T-shirts and a huge photo-shooting booth. The photographs taken in the booth were projected onto the walls of the
shop and uploaded onto UT website to be shared all over the world. A simple act of buying T-shirts became a
sensational experience and the event became a phenomenal movement.
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Dec.2008
Paris, France

Kansei - Japan Design Exhibition Les Arts Décoratifs, Musée du Louvre
Kansei -Japan Design Exhibition- was held at Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, France, as one of the
commemorative events of the 150th anniversary of relations between Japan and France. Organised by the Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan, the show demonstrated a fresh and modern interpretation of 'Kansei’;
sensibility and aesthetic consciousness in Japanese, featuring installations made of disposable chopsticks, animated
paintings and calligraphies on LED monitors. With the dynamic space composition, the exhibition successfully
introduced the contemporary take on traditional design.
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Oct.2007
Tokyo, Japan

JAPAN BRAND EXHIBITION in TDW
Jingu Gaien
The aim of JAPAN BRAND EXHIBITION in TDW 2007 was to promote the unique values of local businesses and
producers to create a new tradition in the industry.‘Creating sympathy’ as its design concept, the exhibition space
was presented in a simple manner so that each product would stand out and speak for itself. Not only displaying the
product itself, we made sure that the making process and behind-the-scenes are clear to the audience to
understand that there so many superior forms of craft in Japan that are practiced by hand.We hoped that visitors
would empathize our vision to carry out this tradition and heritage of ‘JAPAN BRAND’ for the future from this
exhibition.
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2007-2014
Tokyo,Japan

GOOD DESIGN EXHIBITION 2007-2014
Ariake, Roppongi
GOOD DESIGN EXHIBITION, one of the largest design event in Asia where all award-winning designs were
displayed, JTQ produced show space for viewing and to examine.
It showed the evolution from only an exhibition to a presentation, designed the space throughly for to examine.
You will see the possibility of the Japanes designs through the displayed artworks.
JTQ hoped the design associates visitors to feel the local craftsmanship that lead us to the future.
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Apr.2007
Milan, Italy

TOKYO DESIGN PREMIO - Tokyo Designer's Week in MILANO SUPERSTUDIO PIU, Zona Tortona,
Tokyo Design Premio is a design show held at Milano Salone 2007 to celebrate the very best of Japanese design.
This lively and striking presentation takes its inspiration from Japan’s capital Tokyo; the city of chaos that keeps
evolving as a creative hub. The show demonstrated the new era of Japanese design by presenting products as more
than physical objects but as ‘happenings' by introducing behind-the-scenes and the process of making.
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Apr.2007
Milan, Italy

Milan Design Week Lexus L - f inesse -Invisible Garden Officina Fiorentini , Zona Tortona,
LEXUS L-finesse is an art exhibition hosted by LEXUS during Milan Design Week.
The 2007 show took place in a car repairing factory in Milan, presenting the brand’s latest flagship model, an
artwork entitled ‘Nohara’ as well as an interactive video installation of LS600h range.
The sharpness and dynamism of LEXUS’s design philosophy, ‘L-finesse: leading-edge and fineness’ were expressed
by the space that provides a momentary escape from daily life and liberates one’s senses.
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Jun.2010
Nara, Japan

Yakushiji Hikari Emaki
Yakushiji, Nara
Commemorating the 1,300th anniversary of Nara Heijo-kyo Capital, JTQ produced a spectacular installation at
Yakushiji Temple’s east hall, Toindo. The hall was filled with the reproduction of starry sky of 1,300 years ago
using the most advanced planetarium projector. Together with the three-dimensional sound system, the
installation entitled ‘Hikari - Emaki’ recreated an ethereal optical universe in Toindo.
We hoped visitors to feel the mind of ‘Kuu’ (‘Emptiness’ in Japanese) and reflect on the temple’s history and the
time it has come through while gazing up the same sky as our predecessors looked up in the ancient time.
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September.2011
Tokyo, Japan

YOHJI YAMAMOTO Exhibition - Dialogue
Seibu Shibuya
‘Dialogue' is an exhibition to celebrate life and work of Yohji Yamamoto, one of the world's most influential and
enigmatic fashion designers. The retrospective featured his collection pieces, photographic works and a short film
of an interview with the designer to offer an insight into Yamamoto’s design DNA, aesthetics, philosophy and his
dedicated attitude towards craftsmanship. The show invited visitors to step into the realm of the visionary designer.
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Jan.2004
Tokyo, Japan

NIKE WHITE DUNK
Aoyama
NIKE WHITE DUNK is an art exhibition inspired by the brand’s signature basketball shoe line ‘DUNK’.
25 Japanese artists were invited to create artworks using DUNK shoes and the pieces were presented in a gigantic
DUNK shoe box shaped venue; an installation specially created for the exhibition. Inside the ‘shoebox’, the all-inwhite minimalist space was divided into 3 zones. The shoe-sole shaped display tables were carefully positioned so
that the overall composition would imply a basketball player’s footsteps towards the goal. We aimed the event to
express the brand concept by combining the dynamicity of the space composition and the delicateness shown
within the art pieces.
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Nov.2011
Japan

OPEN harvest
Tokyo,Saitama,Nagano,Niigata,Hiroshima
“Food makes people, people make society,”
With this theme in mind, “Foodlight Project” was launched with the lead of Yuri Nomura of Eatrip, Masaki Yokokawa, Kayoko
Hirao, Naoki Ito, and Junji Tanigawa to think about our future through the act of eating.
As a kick-off event of the project, “OPEN”, an artistic group founded by the members of the Berkley, California based organic
restaurant Chez Panisse were invited to Japan. They travelled across the country to meet and exchange views with local farmers
and food producers who are seriously engaged in sustainable food. The party brought back the local produce to host a community
activation event with the idea of bringing local communities together by sharing food and art.
Other activities including cooking classes and special dinners were organized in various locations around Tokyo during the
program. “OPENharvest”, the edible art installation was held to sum up the project and the 2-day event attracted more than 500
participants, both organizers and guests gathered and enjoyed regardless of their professions, nationalities or age groups in the
relaxed atmosphere. JTQ played a roll of organizing the entire project and was in charge of spatial design for each event.
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October.2015
Tokyo, Japan

LEXUS RX AMAZING NIGHT
Shibuya, Tokyo
A secret stadium is the concept. After a static movie introduction of the vehicle, the venue atmosphere changes
dramatically as the curtain of foyer is fallen. The world view of its TV commercial overwhelmed the venue, and a
secret stadium appears to stimulate audiences’ emotions. A positive betrayal is directed for the guest to make new
car appearance effectively. Triangle LED units floating above the vehicle glow, and draw out brand-icon spindle off
and on symbolically. High-powered moving lights make a flow to a main attraction by lighting direction which
expresses intersection, concentration, diffusion, and saltation. The projection mapping is dynamically played to
enhance the excitement of the audiences’ special experience. It’s a vehicle - centered spacious design.
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Nov.2012
Tokyo,Japan

LEXUS Spindle Night “SPECIAL PIT PARTY”
Aomi
Party Concept: ‘Evaluation to Evolve’. A one-night only special event to enhance the arrival of the newborn LEXUS.
Men and women clad in summery whites (white was the dress code) gathered to enjoy the powerful LFA show with the
sun set beach highlighting the scenery. The mild breeze was comfortable and the music of the orchestra dynamic. The
stars of the evening were the concept cars, LF-LC, which were displayed in an all-white interior layout. The venue was
filled with an edginess symbolic of the LEXUS brand and its creations, and palpable with an energy that new
discoveries bring forth.
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Feb.2006-Jan.2010
Tokyo, Japan

Omotesando Hills Space Direction
Omotesando Hills, Jingumae
The challenge of this project at Omotesando Hills was to maximize the multipurposeness of the spaces within the
building. JTQ firstly designed a versatile information infrastructure system that enables to control different types of
media such as audio, graphics, images and videos of the facility at once. Using this program, an unique media art
installation was produced for the central hall; the media art that detects the weather and condition of the
surrounding areas of the building and to generate lighting, sounds and images accordingly. We aimed to create an
organic, captivating yet informative space for this new icon of Omotesando.
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Dec.2009-Jan.2010
Tokyo, Japan

Omotesando H.I.S. Illumination Bell Symphony
Omotesando
After 11 years of interval, the iconic winter illuminations were finally back to light up the city’s chicest street,
Omotesando in 2009. JTQ took part in this significant event as an advisor and designed illuminations with a unique
visitor-oriented program that everyone can participate in creating a ‘symphony' of the bells. The street was filled
with joyful sound of the bells, ethereal light displays and romantic atmospheres.
Omotesando is the street that leads its way to Meiji-Jingu, a century old Shinto Shrine; we hoped every visitor to
smile, feel delighted and warm hearted as they walk along this street.
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Dec.2009-Jan.2010
Tokyo, Japan

Omotesando H.I.S. Skating Theater
Omotesando Hills, Jingumae
Themed as ‘Skating@Media Forrest’, this new generation skate link allowed visitors to participate in the interactive
media art, a video installation that reacts to the movements of the skaters. The entire venue was filled with
enchanting lighting and BGM that were gently shifted throughout the day and the skate link itself was made of an
innovative, eco-friendly material that does not require ice. This ‘skating theatre’ offers the most exiting and
magical skating experience for both children and adults, skaters and non-skaters.
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Nov.2007-Jan.2009
Tokyo, Japan

BMW Group Studio
GranTokyo South Tower, Marunouchi
BMW Group Studio is a unique, first of its kind brand communication space where clients can immerse themselves
in the powerful realm of BMW.
'Visual Experience’ as its theme, the studio offers displays of vehicles, video installations and objet d’art for guests
to feel the brands philosophy through their fives senses.
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Feb.2011

KRUG Bottle Cooler
Collaborative project between JTQ, KRUG and Gyokusendo
KRUG, the exceptional champagne house from France and Gyokusendo, the traditional Tsuiki copper ware
workshop which is recognized as an Intangible Cultural Property by the Japanese government. The collaboration
of the two families who share extraordinary aesthetic values and sophistication resulted in this ultimate bottle
cooler. ‘The Perfect Harmony’ as its concept , KRUG Bottle Cooler epitomizes heritage and craftsmanship that
have been passed through the generations within the two houses. They truly are the treasure of the families, of
each country and of the world.
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Jul.2007-2014

Yachiyo Shoin Gakuen Branding
School Guide / Calligraphy / Web / Business Cards / Chimes / School Uniforms
Yaschiyo Shoin Gakuen is a coeducational private Junior and Senior High School located in Chiba prefecture.
We aimed to redefine the school’s philosophy by drawing focuses on its history and unique culture in this project.
The branding project team, formed by the school teachers and JTQ carried out discussions for over a year until
everyone was happy with the new look of the school’s communication tools including the school guide, website,
teachers name cards, chimes and slogans calligraphed by Shisyu. In 2012, the new school uniforms were
introduced under the supervision of JTQ. We hope all students, alumnus and even prospective students to admire
and be proud of Yaschiyo Shoin Gakuen through the generations.
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Company Profile

JTQ Inc.
Suzufusa bldg. 4F, 1-16-12 Kamimeguro Meguro-ku, Tokyo, 153-0051 Japan
TEL: 03-3711-9499

FAX: 03-3711-9492

URL: http://www.jtq.jp

【CEO】

Junji Tanigawa

【Established】October 4, 2002
【Business Profile】
Creative direction for communication design
Consulting and project management for branding produce
【Capital】20,000,000 yen
【Main Bank】Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation / Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
【Number of employee】10
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